What are the holidays without cookies, right? Some of our earliest Christmas memories include a star shaped cookie cutter, red sprinkles and a big mess in the kitchen. We wanted to celebrate those memories in this collection.

Our favorite design is the recipe print called Mix, Measure, Stir. It includes some of our favorite cookie recipes. We hope this collection stirs up some of your favorite holiday memories and encourages you to make more!

Patterns created by Sweetwater.
Quilt Pattern

№ SW P236 / SW P236G
Jingle
Size: 66" x 54"
JR Friendly

Fall/Holiday 2016
Prize Winning Sugar Cookies

FROM: SWEETWATER

INGREDIENTS:
1 C SUGAR
1/2 C BUTTER
1/2 C VEGETABLE OIL
1 EGG
1 TSP BAKING SODA
1 TSP CREAM OF TARTAR
1 TSP VANILLA
2 C FLOUR
1/2 TSP SALT

BLEND TOGETHER SUGAR, BUTTER, AND OIL. ADD EGG, SODA, CREAM OF TARTAR, AND VANILLA. SLOWLY ADD FLOUR AND SALT. DROP BY TEASPOONS ON A GREASED COOKIE SHEET. SPRINKLE WITH SUGAR. BAKE AT 375 FOR 10-12 MINUTES.
Concrete

№ 5620 13*
Concrete

№ 5623 23*
Concrete
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Concrete
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Concrete

№ 5626 23
Concrete

Christmas in the Village
Size: 60” x 64”
JR Friendly

Quilt Pattern
№ SW P237 / SW P237G
Christmas in the Village
Size: 60” x 64”
JR Friendly

KIT 5620
pattern by Amy Friend
№ AF 063 / AF 063G
Baker’s Dozen
Size: 60” x 60”
F8 Friendly

Quilt Pattern
Happy Baking!
33 Prints
JR’s, LC’s, MC’s, and PP’s include two each of 5626.

Delivery: May, 2016